


How We Got Here:

● Started trading at the age of 21
● Earned a degree in Finance 

from Fairfield University
● Started working as an intern at 

Merrill Lynch in 2003



Fundamental or Technical Analysis?



Technical Analysis books I’ve read...



How We Got Here (con’t):

● Passed 3 levels, earned CMT

● 2010 Started All Star Charts 

● 2014 Launched All Star Charts 
Premium Research



I’ve been featured on...



Disclaimer:



K.I.S.S

● Trend Recognition
● Supply & Demand
● Momentum
● Relative Strength
● Sector Rotation
● Equal-weight vs Cap-weight
● Fibonacci Analysis
● Weight-of-the-evidence



International Stock Market Indexes

India Stock Market Indexes

India Sectors & Industries

India Stocks

$$$$





NIFTY50





NIFTY BANK INDEX 
          (weekly)



NIFTY BANK INDEX 
          (daily)





























































































The amount of Rabbits increasing as months pass by is the Fibonacci sequence. What we know 
is that each pair including the first pair needs 1 month to mature. Once the pair of rabbits are in 
production, they birth a new pair each month. Since they need a month to mature before, the 
number of pairs is the same at the beginning of the first and second months. That’s why the 
Fibonacci Sequence starts with 1,1.

In the second month, the first pair doubles so the sequence expands to 1,1,2.

Moving on, the oldest pair now gives birth to a 3rd pair so to begin the 4th month, there are now 
3 pairs. The Sequence is now 1,1,2,3

Now with 3 pairs of rabbits, the oldest 2 are in production but not the youngest pair. So the older 
2 reproduce making it a total of 5 pairs of rabbits. This takes the sequence rto 1,1,2,3,5. The 
following month, 3 pairs give birth, but not the younger 2, so it makes it 8 in tota



Robert Prechter

http://www.robertprechter.com/






























Example: 

$100,000 Portfolio and willing to risk 1% on this trade





www.allstarcharts.in/chartvip



www.allstarcharts.in/chartvip



www.allstarcharts.in/chartvip


